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Simulations

To simulate different evolutionary patterns as reported in recent studies [1], we generated rooted mutation trees varying
in their trunk size and in the number of branching events (Fig. S1). In mutation trees, nodes represent mutations
and edges represent the temporal order of mutation events. To generate mutation trees, we started from a root node
(representing a normal cell) and attached mutations successively to the tree’s leaf nodes. To obtain different evolutionary
histories, we varied two parameters: the minimal trunk size and the branching rate. The minimal trunk sizes defined
the number of sequential mutations before the first branching event occurs. After the tree reached this size, mutations
were attached to a uniformly sampled leaf node. The branching rate defined the probability of a branching event, i.e.
the probability of the new node being attached sequentially or in parallel, starting a new branch. In the latter case, the
predecessor of the leaf node became a branching point. This process introduces a bias towards many parallel branches
originating from a single branching point. By dividing the branching rate of leaf nodes by the number of parallel leaf
nodes, we corrected this bias. Subsequently, we attached cells to the generated mutation tree, deduced their genotypes,
added FP and FN errors, and inserted missing values according to the rates of the data set.
As it is unlikely to sequence clones from throughout the evolutionary history and to better access the clustering ability,
cells were only attached to an arbitrary number ncl of mutations, thus, forming ncl distinct clones. Each leaf node
formed a clone, ensuring that all mutations are represented. Remaining clones were sampled proportionally to the
distance from the root. Cells were then assigned uniformly to the clones, with a minimum of one cell per clone. To
avoid more leaf nodes than ncl , we set the branching rate to 0 once the number of leaf nodes equaled ncl .
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Figure S1: Tree topologies at different minimal trunk size and branching frequencies.
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Figure S2: Clustering accuracy measured by the V-Measure of BnpC, SCG, SiCloneFit, and OncoNEM for synthetic
data of 50 mutations, 50 cells, and 5 clusters. A higher V-Measure corresponds to higher clustering accuracy.
A) 30% FN rate, 0.01% FP rate, and a variable rate of missing values (mv). B) 40% missing values, 30%
FN rate, and a variable FP rate. C) 40% missing values, 0.01% FP rate, and a variable FN rate. Each
combination of error rates and missing values was simulated 20 times.
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Figure S3: Clustering accuracy by oncoNEM, SiCloneFit, SCG and BnpC for synthetic data sets of 50 mutations, 50
cells and 5 clusters (n = 20) at different tree topologies. Error rates were fixed at 1% false positives, 30%
false negatives and missing values varied between 10% and 40%.
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Figure S4: Inferred clusters and clonal genotypes by our model for 5 ALL patients compared to Gawad et al. results. Heatmaps depicts absence (white) or presence
(red) of mutations for every mutation (row) in every cell (column).
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Figure S5: Clustering performance measured by the V-measurement of the point estimators MAP and ML, the posterior
estimators MPEAR, and our novel estimator named meanHierarchy. The columns represent the different
estimators, columns within the heatmaps indicate different false negative rates. The rows represent different
false positives rates, rows within the heatmaps indicate a different fraction of missing values. The heatmaps
are colored based on the average V-measurement over 10 different trees with an offset of 0.1 and a branching
rate of 13 . Higher, brighter values indicate better clustering. The ML estimator performs slightly better in
most cases but no estimator outperforms the other ones significantly.
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Figure S6: Genotyping performance measured by the cell-wise Hamming distance of the point estimators MAP and ML
and our novel estimator named meanHierarchy. The columns represent the different estimators, columns
within the heatmaps indicate different false negative rates. The rows represent different false positives rates,
rows within the heatmaps indicate a different fraction of missing values. The heatmaps are colored based
on the average Hamming distance over 10 different trees with an offset of 0.1 and a branching rate of 13 .
Lower, brighter values indicate better genotyping. Our meanHierarchy estimator outperforms the point
estimators in all cases.
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Figure S7: A) Inferred clones and genotypes by BnpC for patient 9 of the McPherson data set. Heatmap depicts
absence (white) or presence (red) of mutations for every mutation (row) in every cell (column). B) Estimated
prevalence of clones across samples from the posterior distribution estimated by the model.
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